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Abstract

This article is a brief explanation that seeks to examine a glimpse into two types of strategic relations, its means special relationship and patronclient systems relations in the roots and depth, which examined the relationship between the two countries of United States of America and Israel. We have basically defined these types of relationships as the basis between two countries. This article is not a historical article, but is a fact article that has been analyzed on the basis of the concepts of historically and politically vision and is intended to focus more on strategic look, for readers. In following, we will find out what is the main reason for the secret negotiations between the two countries, and basically how was built.

Introduction:-
According to a general definition in the science of international relations, The Special Relationship is an unofficial term for the political, diplomatic, cultural, economic, military, and historical relations that were between the United Kingdom and the United States. It was used in a 1946 speech by Winston Churchill. The two nations have been close allies in many conflicts in the 20th and 21st centuries, including World Wars I and II, the Korean War, the Cold War, the Gulf War, and the War on Terror. Although the UK and US have close relationships with many other nations, the level of cooperation between them in economic activity, trade and commerce, military planning, execution of military operations, nuclear weapons technology, and intelligence sharing has been described as "unparalleled" among major powers. On other side, Patron–client systems are organized by people of power, both men and women, who build and keep the loyalty of people of humbler position. Both patrons and clients regard the link between them as a personal attachment similar to the bond of affection holding members of a family or kin group together. However, unlike families, where the linkage is regarded as permanent and often is taken for granted, a patron–client relationship must be renewed constantly and renegotiated continuously. Throughout history, clients have provided the work, income, popular acclaim, votes, political allegiance, and military support that patrons need to maintain power and position. For their part, clients have gained protection, access to resources or information, group identity, and opportunities for advancement. Although, today none of the modern government would claim to operate according to the principles of patron–clientage, many nations throughout the world are guided by the logic of patron–client transactions.

According to strategic relations theoris, any two or more countries will establish a stable relationship within a certain time frame and will continue to maintain this relationship as long as the balance of interests are seen. As for Israel and the United States of America, these rules can be seen over the years. With closer looks at the political and economical systems of the United States that based on capital and investment, or in other words capitalist system,
United States to sustain in political and economical life and to stay in power in world wide range, also for prevent of collapse, needs to capital and investment that these funds have been for long time available in discretion of Jews. Because of this fact, from past to now days, Jews are well-known for their business, and they are very professional businessmen. So that, this commercialization continues today as the largest multinational corporation, such as Coca-Cola, General Electric, Pepsi-Cola, Nestle, Yahoo and Google Search Engines and other multinational companies that are belongs to Jews. (1) For this reason, one of the main reasons behind US support for Israel has come to light. The economic groups and lobbies that inside the America has, for many years have been contributing to the formation of this kind of special relationship at the time of the formation of Israel. (2) So the first reason to form a special relationship between the United States and Israel is because of the strong Jewish bases in America that have the basis in economy. So Jews use this tool for their political purposes. Second reason or fact that many authors have pointed out in various articles is a matter of maintaining the interests of the United States in the Middle East, which makes it possible to select an interest-keeper in the region. In other words, United States of America, because of the Middle East is rich in raw materials, also most of the world's oil was found in the region, has always sought a saver of its own interests, which, since 1967, and later with the fall of the Shah of Iran in 1979, Headed to Israel. (3)

This relationship is a kind of bilateral deal that serves the interests of both sides, but we are seeing that, Israel which has gained billions of dollars of economic and military assistance in dealing with the United States, grasp more profits from the deal. But in practice, it has earned much less profits for America, so that at a time when the US interests need a very strong movement, such as the Iraq and Afghanistan war (4), Israel cannot fight with them, so United States was directly involved in the war. It can be said that Israel cannot be a good option for US interests for a variety of reasons, including economic corruption inside Israeli political eliters, low population density, being vulnerable in the region, among Arab and Islamic groups and other strategic issues. Unless in Conditions like the King of Hussein of Jordan, Israel could do effective activity that didn't need very powerfull military army. (5) So, in general, it can be concluded that this agreement is more than a fair deal and two sides of the deal, more than the agreement reached by the congressional representatives who have been able to enter Congress with the wealth of wealthy Jews. As well as social and economic lobbies, and this fixed hypothesis can be considered for Special Relationship Even Patron–client systems. In general, from 1967 and during the Clinton era (6), this relationship has become more firmly shaped up to the present time, which Tramp can also be a fierce figure in defending the interests of Israel, such as the transfer the embassy to Jerusalem as well as travel in the early years of his presidency (7), Israel realized that it could be more than the impact of lobbying for the power and wealth of the Jews, rather than the value of strategic cooperation in the region. The issue of the Islamic Revolution in Iran in 1979 is one of the less cases reported by the authors in the articles. During the reign of Mohammad Reza Shah, Iran underwent full strategic cooperation with the United States and there were a great deals of military agreement between the two sides that the main purpose of the United States of America was to make Iran stronger as an ally in the region, which in reality the Arab countries also considered Iran as a strong protector of the United States. But with Iran's 1979 revolution, and with the rule of law with divine and Islamic laws, Iran no longer had to play the role of the United States of America, which was the main objective of the new colonialisation in the region. Therefore, Iran became its first enemy, because of the colonialist and imperialist policies of the United States. The Islamic Revolution in Iran was a failure for America, a failure for the United States to indicate a weakness that should be replaced by replacing another strong ally. Therefore, the United States has put more pressure on Israel to peace with the Arabs in order to make the strategic partner more effectively in the region, under the auspices of the Arab peoples. The 1979 peace deal between Egypt and Israel through US mediation can be seen as the reason for this claim. (7) But since Israel have a regional and demographic problems and very quickly vulnerable to domestic and foreign by Muslims, it seems that the United States, in addition to Israel, needs an other strong ally in the region that, if Israel cannot able to provide American interests in a particular matter, so other ally can bring that action to an end. It appears to be a second country in Saudi Arabia. Because we are witnessing the growth of Saudi-American military and economic contracts between 1979 until today's, this growth reflects Saudi power through the United States, because Israel has no ability to fight with strong nations in the Middle East. For that reason, Saudi Arabia has been used as an alternative and secondary ally, whose evidence can be seen in the course of Iran's full oil boycott in recent years that Saudi Arabia, through market penetration and more oil production, and OPEC's crackdown on politics, helped a lot on boycott of Iran. (8) As well as during the proxy war in the region, has helped ISIS for destroy anti-American Muslim groups.(9) But, as to the strategic role and strategic partnerships between the United States and Israel, it should be noted that the United States, for a variety of reasons, including the liberalization of the economy and politics in Israel, and their alignment on the region, on Arabs and Muslims, as well as many immigrants from Europe and the United States has taken in Israel, so is the best strategic ally for the United States, because there have many common cultural, political, economic, and military backgrounds.
Conclusion:
In Conclusion, it should not be forgotten that an alliance between the United States and Israel, every day will become stronger, because Israel is a country that is totally dependent on the United States for military and regional and economic reasons. Imagine what would happen if several countries or even a strong and widespread country, for any reason, wanted to enter to war with Israel? The United States will defend Israel with all its might. But if you suppose that America, like all the superpowers that are declined in history, was weak and cannot help Israel, what will happen next? Certainly, history will come to an end for some countries and Middle East will be change. So it should be noted that although Israel has worked very well in military technology and industry, but still completely depend on America for survive, and that depend will continue until the decline of the United States. Because Israel has low population and also vulnerability in the Middle East region, and because the Israeli society has multiple structural gaps. we can say that, Israel does not have the capability of a long-term war, even against a states with forty million people or less. It should be added that, one of the strategic war system of Israel is short-term warfare or low intensity war, so that the enemy can be eliminated as quickly as possible in which Israel attempts to attack the enemy's weakness and Strength economical or political Infrastructure points, in the shortest possible time, so the enemy will be eliminating as quickly as possible. So Israel does not have the ability to launch a long-term war without the support of the United States. It should be taken into account that the United States has many economic and internal and international problems, also is most indebted country in the world. Therefore, the continuation of political life and the superpower of the United States cannot continue, and in the next twenty years we will wait for the emergence of another superpower.
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